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Beautiful, thought provoking, inspiring. We loved the insight to what it is prefer to live with
MBC and the feelings Uzma Yunus puts forth in this reserve. A gut wrenching, hopeful, to the
point journal of what it really is like to live with cancers and the goals that has to change that
most of us take for granted. Very Personal and incredibly Objective simultaneously This is a
very candid and honest account of what it really is prefer to live with the sword of cancer
dangling above your mind every moment.! She has tried to analyze herself objectively
sometimes, given her history as psychiatrist but simultaneously, it is possible to feel the raw
emotions and the vulnerability pouring out, which makes it very relatable for anyone. This is a
book with 42 brief essays which are a straightforward read. I'm acquiring myself reading it
slowly in order that I could savor every word, and re-read many passages so that I could really
absorb this is and lessons shared. A thought provoking and courageous reserve! Yunus and
see/browse her zest on existence. While I could easily browse the book in a single night, I
would like to take my time and think about the words. Reminds you for connecting to
Individuals on personal level. Yunus is courageous and inspirational, using social media
marketing and blogs to educate, encourage or motivate and help.i believe another reviewer
wrote the words "this is not a book about cancer". This book is about a woman's courage,
wisdom, and drive to battle! I'll forever hear her tone of voice in my own head when I deal with
any patient (or support any friend) going right through breast cancer diagnosis or treatment.
The publication is written clearly, concise, brings tears but also wish.The writer is a physician,
mother and wife. A must read I'm about 2/3 of just how through Left Boob Eliminated Rogue
and have experienced a wave of emotions unlike what I've familiar with any other book I've
read.Maria Halaris Must Read Powerful is an understatement, Dr. Yunus fights every day on
her behalf family. The brief burst chapters/sections make Left Boob Gone Rogue easy to read.
I am hoping anyone who reads this reserve educates, inspires, spread text messages of love
and wish like Dr. Yunus will. You cant see them however they are there section of every
movement ! Its been a blessing to encounter Dr. I am just about mid-way through the "Left
Boob Gone Rogue" book.! A must read for anybody who has been touched, or loves anyone
who has been touched by breasts cancer, or any tumor.During devastating tests, medical
exams, painful therapies , the writer’s love of existence triumphs while she gives us such a
precious description of her emotional state with the wisdom and knowledge of a skilled and
well trained psychiatrist .I found plenty of light and hope, through all of the darkness that
malignancy evokes, in this book. You realize that Dr. Yunas is a lovely storyteller. She provides
unique perspective to an awful disease. I did not want to put the book down. Must browse for
Doctors/Nurses/Healthcare suppliers! She remains positive and her lifestyle is to be admired.
It is a beautiful crafted tale that I believe all will enjoy. Life can't be predicted. Dr Yunus
provides poured her core out in this reserve. Life affirmative! A lovely book, and essential read.
A must read . I thought I understood the issues and uphill battle of friends and family fighting
cancer every second; I was THRILLED to obtain my hands on her publication, and it did not
disappoint! The book helps you comprehend the extent of ailment - not only physical but
emotional, curves for immediate family and triumphs of human being mind and heart.! That is
what Dr. Brilliant! Difficult subject still funny. Dr. Yunus somehow manages to stability between
describing her existence with stage IV breasts cancers and living her existence to its full
capability. Being candid while not delving in self-pity, this book is actually Dr Yunus's "time
capsule", showing how she would like to be remembered in years to come. She stays
accurate to herself, showing her vulnerability however staying strong. The story of going from
getting in lab coating to a gown. I found myself laughing on some factors while others pulled



at my heart strings. She has a flair for writing so that you don’t desire to place the book down.
That is a must go through for anyone who has a loved one with a chronic disease or who is
experiencing one. Heck this is a must examine for anyone, regardless of illness! She inspires
one to live life while facing severe realities in a non preachy way. I’d provide it 10 stars if I
could. Under no circumstances thought a book about breast cancer would be so enjoyable.
Read it in one time as I couldn’t put it down. Browse. This. You will match a person with
breasts cancer in your daily life. And Thanks a lot. Uzma Yunus is a gifted psychiatrist and
writer. Book. You will require the wisdom in this book to greatly help deal with all the physical,
practical and emotional issues described here. I compliment this publication as honest and
useful, with surprising humor. I think this is a must go through for those going into medicine, it
tells the tale from the patient's aspect. It's truly a love tale to her spouse and children as she
navigates her journey from breast cancer diagnosis to metastatic breast malignancy thriver.
Uzma though social media, she's inspired me for several years. but I was incorrect. I mean,
seriously, who else can work in a DR. SEUSS design paragraph in a reserve whose background
tale is metastatic cancer? Wonderful read! I say history tale, because Dr. Uzma's story
transcends her specifics, and is usually a powerfully motivational book, offering not merely
perspective, but always- HOPE. Dr. The tribute to her hubby alone is worth the cost of the
reserve.! Uzma Yunus can be a beautiful, sometimes heart-wrenching explanation of her
medical trip as physician turned individual. Uzma! Absolutely wonderful! Keep cells nearby!
This collection of essays by Dr. Such a gift- many thanks, Dr. Although I only know Dr. It's a
riveting, quick read that may leave you better and more thoughtful than when you start. This is
such an honest recounting of what it's prefer to proceed through the experience of breast
malignancy, but it's a lot more than that - it's a tale of strength and love that anyone could
relate with. You get yourself a firsthand account of a person living existence to the fullest
despite tumor. I would recommend this book for anyone who has had a potentially life-
threatening illness or anyone who loves them. It is a must browse for anyone who would like a
blueprint on how to (as the author puts it) "beat existence at its game, one day at the same
time". It has been hard for me to put the book straight down without completing it. Could not
put it down Could not put this book down. I examine it in one time. Dr. Yunus has insight, and
shares what it is like to encounter one’s mortality. very insightful book Uzma writes matter of
factly making this book very powerful and moving. Essential read for all. Powerful yet funny
powerful story magnificent writing.! Once you start it’s challenging to stop. I highly
recommend this book that is truly an inspiration! A must read. Awesome Like the book. You
won’t regret buying this one. The book is not large though it is extremely thought provoking.
Love the chapter concerning the student. Dr. It makes you appreciate all the blessings you
have. I would recommend this publication to everyone who has a loved one battling cancer.
Wonderful Book! This is a book about resilience, hope, never quitting, and just performing
what must be done to be able to survive another day. Getting the work done and carrying it
out with a feeling of humor.! Uzma Yunus will, and she will it beautifully. Sometimes things get
difficult but I sensed the circulation of writing never dull or difficult.
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